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Each item on this page is hand selected by a House Beautiful editor. We can earn commission on some of the items you choose to buy. They will make your life much easier. August 27, 2014 Courtesy of Manufacturer They will make your life much easier. 1 of 4 Home Talk Crowdsource millions of users questions about
renovation, contractors, decoration, DIY projects, and gardening.hometalk.com. 2 of 4 Next A private social network to communicate with your neighbors. Post about new local stores, site sales or lost pets. nextdoor.com. 3 of 4 Home Account Store independent home and fashion boutiques across the U.S., with store
help via virtual chat. houseacct.com. Next best new laundry care technology ad – Read further under this content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on the piano.io I like
machines. I like how they work together, how they move, their ability to move and drive and push. I love them. So I wind up using them quite a bit in my art- both real machines, and decorative machines. What does 'the glory of humanity's performance in machinery' say better than a gear?Not. Much.I is also a dedicated
user of TinkerCad- I use so many media that something free, simple and online means I can get sooner. It's also dead easy to learn. It's a pretty powerful tool; and although it can't create things like gears or sprockets, it has the ability to upload .stl files from other programs, which is what I'm going to do here. If you're not
an advanced user of a fancy CAD program that does gear generation, it can be really hard to model it. I've chronicled elsewhere how to get parts of McMaster in TinkerCad, but unfortunately McMaster doesn't seem to have CAD models available for its gears. Fortunately, there are several free gear generators, some for
download and some online. You need either an SVG or STL to upload in Tinkercad. Here are some apps I've found: For download: windows windows Online, elegant, but only exports .plt file format, a bit of a painThe one I'll use: 's a little clunky, but it performs STLs, which we can import directly into Tinkercad. Once
you're on the site, search for 2D or 3D CAD. Click on it, and on the next page, ... or build your own custom gears.. Click build it. This is the page you'll get to. What's nice with this generator (hint, it's not the color scheme) is that it gives you all the variables for the gear. You can add keyways and set screws, set your pitch
and backlash, etc. If you don't get too hip on minutiae of gear design, swhes your mouse over the small '?' squares, and explanations/graphics will appear. If you're hoping to match a gear to one you bought/want in McMaster, input the withings here like on its product page. On the left side of the screen, you'll see a little
button that says 'Get CAD'. Click on it, and a drop-down menu will appear. Navigate to 'STL' and click 'get data'. Now, 90% of the time the download works, and sometimes it isn't. If that doesn't happen, try downloading again. I smeared the 2nd or 3rd time without changing anything. Go over to TinkerCad.com, sign in,
and click 'create new design'. On the right, you'll see an 'import' functionality. Click 'select file' and then 'import'. If you want the gear to be true to size/match another gear you have, do not change any of the size parameters. You are now ready to edit the gears. If you want them to stay true to size, never change their
dimensions. If you want them to stay the same size relative to each other, I.E, you just want them to mesh with the other gears in your model, you can scale them together and, as long as they're identical/scaled identical, they'll mesh. In this example, I made a little ring that has the gears on pins so they can rotate. You
can see the model here: we can earn commission from links on this page, but we only recommend products we back. Why we trust? Nicole Price Fasig There are more than 500,000 life-energizing, money-saving, schedule-organizing smartphone apps (and counting), and sorting through it to find the best of the best can
feel impossible. We asked you to tell us which apps you love the most. From there, we evaluated their features and tried them out against similar apps. Now all you have to do is download. (Be sure to check out our staff-favorite free apps for some more great picks!) 1 of 8 Weight Loss You said: MyFitnessPal helps me
track my calories. -Justine QuintosEk lost 40 pounds with MyFitnessPal! -Tammy Kresge GHRI says: Yes! We found MyFitnessPal (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) to be the easiest, most comprehensive app for recording your calorie intake and daily exercise. With over a million foods, it has the largest
database of any of the ones we've tried. 2 of 8 Also check out how to cook everything ($10; iPhone) is a terrific, user-friendly cookbook that lets you easily plan healthy meals. Inch through it at the grocery store while considering what to do with that beautiful bunch of beetroot. 3 of 8 Shopping You said: Key Ring keeps
all your regular buyer cards in one place. -Caryn StreanShopSavvy, for where to get the cheapest price. -Kristina Alvarez Pike GHRI says: We love Keyring reward cards (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) as much as you do. Compared to similar apps, we found Key Ring scanned store maps more accurate,
making it a leap to take advantage loyalty programs. 4 of 8 Also Check Out Deal-finding apps like ShopSavvy tend to have limited partners. It's better to look for convenience features, such as image scanning and voice search, within more robust apps. One to 2007 Google Shopper (free; Android, iPhone). 5 of 8
Organizing You said: Cozi keeps us organized. Love the text memories. -Amy Carter HendersonToMarket is a grocery list that has everything I ever buy, sorted by aisle. -Sherlene Byrd Heallen Cozi (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone) is useful for tracking the family's schedules: Calendars and listings can be shared in
person and color coordinated. ToMarket ($4, Android) is an impressive sortable, paperless grocery list – but there are free, easier-to-use apps 6 of 8 Also Check Out Springpad (free; Android, iPhone) is a tremendous go-to resource for list-making, with templates for shopping, packaging, movies, recipes and more. A nice
bonus: You can add photos, notes, or audio attachments. 7 of 8 Row You said: GasBuddy - finding cheaper gas is always a plus! -Ashlie SteadmanOns uses GasBuddy in towns where we don't know the best prices. -Amy Chaiken Wolffe GHRI says: GasBuddy (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) is the
simplest app for finding the cheapest and nearest pumps. It uses GPS to identify your current location, or you can search for a specific location. Most gas price comparison programs work similarly. 8 of 8 also check out YP Mobile (free; Android, BlackBerry, iPhone, Windows) will not only sort gas prices, but will also
search - using voice recognition - for any business you can turn in the phonebook. Ad – Continue reading under this content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on
piano.io I use Tinkercad to do all my 3D designs and have learned a lot from all the tinkering (ahaha) around what I did. One of my fellow interns at Digilent asked a question about how the alignment tool works, so I thought I'd write a command on how to use the alignment tool. When you use the alignment tool, you'll
probably try to align two objects in your design. The first step is two select whatever two objects you want to align. You can click and drag them around to select them or keep them moving and click on both items. Drop the time of view, you need to find the alignment tool. The alignment tool is located in the upper-right
corner in the customization menu. You should now see the dots and grid of the rig tool. I'll go through every dot in this Instructable.Note that if you swhes your mouse over one of the dots, you can preview what the aligned tool will do. The 3 points in the front are to align horizontally. The right or left options will line both
objects on the right or left edges. The center option will line the objects horizontally through their centers. You can find an example of each type of alignment in this step The 3 points in front is to line up Vertically. The upper or lower options will line both objects at the top or bottom sides. The center option will line the
objects vertically through their centers. You can see an example of each type of alignment this step. The 3 points in front is to align with depth. The back or front options will line both objects through the back or front edges. The center option will line the objects by depth through their centers. You can see an example of
each type of alignment in this step. Participated in the 3D Printing Contest
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